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Performance Notes

Rain Fancy is composed for beginning guitarists who have learned to read and play notes on three treble strings. The piece is in common time and melodies are written employing only eight, quarter, half and whole notes.

-Guitar I carries the main melody and performs notes in the first position, on the first three strings including F#.
-Guitar II carries the secondary melody and performs only natural notes in the first position, on the first three strings
-Guitar III is slightly easier than Guitars I and II. Natural notes on the first three strings are played in relatively simpler rhythms.
-Guitar IV is the rhythm guitar part. Guitarists can perform the chords as indicated G, C, Em, D7, and/or substitute the one finger G Major and C Major, and strum only the top three open strings for the full E minor chord. Guitar IV can also be performed on a ukulele.

Golpe: Tap the guitar soundboard with finger-tips right hand (r), left hand (l). (measure 1)

Strum all open strings. (measure 13)

Strum the chord using a down stroke on the beat and an up stroke on the off-beat. (measure 18)

Alternate and easier chords that can be played by Guitar IV. In order to strum only the top three strings, guitarists may rest their thumb on the third sting and strum with their index finger.